We derive the performance measures for non-priority customers in a priority single-server queue with two types of Markovian arrival processes (MAPs). One type of customers has preemptive resume (or repeat) priority over the other. We regard the model with two types of MAP arrivals as an MAP/SM/l queue with only non-priority customers arrivals, semi-Markovian service times and some server vacations. Performance measures such as the waiting time distribution and the queue length distribution are represented by matrix exponential forms. Our model cannot assume i.i.d. services or i.i.d. server vacations and, in addition, the vacation length depends on the service process. Thus, our formulas give new insights on existing results concerning an MAP/SM/l queue with i.i.d. multiple server vacations.
Introduction
Preemptive priority queues are basic models in queueing theory and have been studied by many researchers [ l , 3, 6, 7, 22, 231 . In this paper, we consider the preemptive priority queue in general and unify the existing results.
We consider a single-server queue with two independent non-renewal arrival processes of type 1 customers and type 2 customers. These arrival processes are assumed to be Markovian arrival processes (MAPs) [g] or PHase-type Markov Renewal Processes (PH-MRPs) [l 1, 121.
One type of customer has preemptive (resume or repeat) priority over the other type of customer. Both types of customers have general service time distributions. Service time distributions for different types of customers may be different. Using an MAP/GI/l queueing theory, the priority customers' performance measures are analyzed. We focus our attention on the non-priority customers. The services of non-priority customers are preempted and interrupted by priority customers. The time period from the starting point of non-priority customers7 service to the end point is influenced by priority customers' arrivals and their service times. We regard this time, sometimes called completion time, as the service time of the non-priority customers. If priority customers' arrival process is not Poissonian, the service process for non-priority customers is not i.i. d. and becomes semi-Markovian. Moreover, a non priority customer may not be able to receive his service because there may be priority customers in the system, even if there are no other non-priority customers at his arrival epoch. Thus, this non-priority customer must wait until the busy period caused by priority customers ends. That is, the non-priority customer encounters a server vacation. Thus, we can consider our model as an MAP/SM/l queue with semi-Markov services and some server ~aca~tions. The server ta,kes a va,cation more complex than multiple server vacations [2, 81.
The inter-vacation times are not i.i.d. and depend on the service times, because the busy period length, caused by priority customers, depends on the arrival phase states of priority customers. Moreover, when the server returns from vaca,tion, even if there are no customers in the system, the server spends some time in the system.
In Section 2, we consider the embedded Markov renewal process a t non-priority customers' service completion epochs. The transition probability matrix between two successive embedded points and the LST of completion time (service time for non-priority customers) distribution have matrix-exponential forms. We obtain a computable formula for the stationary queue length distribution. We also derive X Q which is the probability that when a non-priority customer leaves the system, there are no other customers in the system. The fundamental period distribution of the MAP/SM/l plays an essential role t o obtain the XQ.
We derive the matrix-exponential form [10, 11, 12, 17, 21, 221 for the LST of this fundamental period distribution. This formula is obtained by using a preemptive LIFO (Last-in-First-out) argument [10, 11, 12, 221 and is represented by double recursion forms.
In section 3, we represent the work-load distribution and waiting time distribution by using the results in section 2. The LIFO preemption argument also plays an important role to derive simple forms for the LSTs of the above distributions. In addition, we derive the relationship between the queue length distribution a t the service completion epoch and the waiting time distribution.
Model and Analysis 2.1 Model
We analyze a single-server queueing model with two types of customers. Type 1 customers have preemptive resume or repeat priority over type 2 customers. We assume that type i(i = 1,2) customers arrival process follows a Markovian Arrival Process [8] (MAP) or a PHase-type Markov Renewal Process [l11 (PH-MRP) and the interarrival time density has an ni X n; matrix form as f;(x) = a; exp (T;X)T;, The service time distributions of type 1 customers and type 2 customers are given by H-[ (X) and H2 (X), respectively.
Since the arrival and service processes for type 1 customers are not influenced by those of type 2 customers, the performance measures for type 1 customers can be analyzed by the existing MAP/GI/1 theory [g, 18, 241. Let us study the performance measures of type 2 customers. We consider the embedded Markov renewal process of the service completion epochs of type 2 customers. Let 21, ,Q, denote successive service completion epochs of type 2 customers. Let Ni, Jm and JB) denote the number of type 2 customers in system, the arrival phase state of type 1 customers and the arrival phase state of type 2 customers at epoch zk + 0 immediately after ~( k = 1,2, a ) , respectively. Throughout this section, we consider a stable queue, that is, where pi is the server utilization by type i customers, i = 1,2. For the mean service time of type i customers, pi is given by where e is a column vector with all elements equal to 1, and q; is the invariant probability vector for ai(-Ti)-'T:.
Stationary queue lengt 11 distribution
If our queue is stable, we can define the stationary probability vector and the associated generating function as follows: where and ~~( j ,
Hereafter, states (i, j), where i a,nd j a,re the a,rrival phase sta,tes of type 1 customers and type 2 customers, respectively, are always in lexicographic order, that is, (1, l ) , . -, (l, m2), (2, l ) , --*, (2, m2), . . ., ( n u , l ) , . ., (m1, m2). Now, we consider the transition probability matrix P between two successively embedded Markov renewal points. P can be written as follows:
where (i, j) element is the transition probability matrix from the number of customer i to j . Each element is given by and Here, Ij is the m j X m j identity matrix ( j = 1 , 2 ) , T = Ti S I2 + Il S T2, and pj2)(x)(i = 0,1, -) is the probability matrix tha,t the number of arrivals of non-priority customers in [Q, X] is exactly i . The distribution matrix Gl ( X ) is the fundamental period length distribution of type 1 (priority) customers' queueing process; its LST is given by [ll, 12, 17, In addition, and An m1 X m1 matrix C ( x ) is the completion time distribution, and is defined as the duration of the period that simultaneously begins from the instant a non-priority customer's service starts and ends at the instant the server becomes free to serve the next non-priority customer. The LST C*(s) (Re(s) > 0) of C(x) is given for each preemptive discipline as follows Note that G;(-Il 8 7 2 ) in (2.9) can be obtained by successive substitution as follows:
If we consider the non-priority customers' queueing process, we can regard a preemptive priority model with two types of MAP inputs as a model with single MAP inputs, semiMarkov services and some server vacations, that is, as an M A P 2 / S M / 1 with some server vacations. We may consider the busy period caused by priority customers which is started by a priority customer arriving when the number of customers in the system is equal to 0, as a server vacation period. The transition probability matrix Bi-1 in (2.9) is obtained by the following consideration. The term corresponds to the case in which i non-priority customers arrive during the server vacation, that is, the busy period caused by priority customers. The term corresponds to the case in which a non-priority customer siinultaneously receives service at its arrival and i other non-priority customers arrive during its service time (completion time). The transition probability matrix Ai can be easily obtained, when we assume that the service time distribution is C(x).
Theorem 2.1
The generating function g(^) for 1 z [< 1 is given by where
Proof
From the definition of a stationary distribution, we have 00 00
Hence, when A(z) =
~~2 '
and B(z) = V BizZ7 we obtain thus Since we have from (2.8)
Substituting (2.23) and (2.24) into (2.22)) we have (2.18).
Remark
It is an important assumption on computation that both Hl and H2 have scalar structures. Both Gl ( a ) for (2.10) and C ( -) for (2.13) or (2.15) have a common matrixexponential form as follows:
where H ( x ) is scalar and A is a matrix. This value can be computed by substituting "A" into "S" in the LST H*(s) of H (X). When H has a matrix or vector structure such as the case in semi-Markov services, we cannot simply substitute "A" into "S" in H*(s). For example, if ' Hi hass a,n n X n ma,trix structure in (2.10) such as semi-Ma,rkov services, we have to compute a matrix-exponential form where In is a,n 12 X 12 identity matrix.
How to obtain xo
In order to obtain the unknown probability xo in Theorem 2.1, we consider the fundamental period of 1VAP2/SM/1 with or without server vacations. The fundamental period is defined as the first-passage time from i (the number of customers i in the system) to i -1 for i = 1,2, + .. Note that the fundamental period length is independent of whether or not the server has vacations, and is also independent of i. We define for the fundamental period length Tf. In this definition, we interpret Ĵ { i )
as the arrival phasse state of type i customers alt time t.
The LST B*(s) of B(t) has the form
The third term can be obtained by using the LIFO (Last-In-First-Out) preemption argument [10, 11, 121 
When the service discipline is PRD, we may use the following formulas.
and
We can easily prove for S 2 0 that B * (~+ ' ) ( w~) is greater than or equal to B * (~) ( W~-~) elementwise. This means B *^"^( W~_~) converges to the minimal nonnegative solution of (2.26) as n -^ m. Now, we consider successive returns to N i = 0 for the embedded Markov renewal process.
The LST of the successive return interva,l distribution is given by T h e o r e m 2.3
The vector XQ is given for the arrival rate A2 of type 2 customers by and
where e is a column vector whose elements asre equal to one. Let p0 = (po(l, l ) , -, po(l, "l2), , po(ml, l ) , --, pO(ml, 7722)) denote the probability vector that the server is idle at an arbitrary time. Let M J~, J~( O ; t ) denote the expected number of visits, by the embedded Ma,rkov renewal process of the non-priority customer service completion epochs, t o the state (0, jl, j2), jl = 1, , m1, j2 = l , --, m2, in [O, t] . We do not need the explicit form of the Markov renewal matrix Mj1,+(O; t), because we need the form Mjlj2 (0; t ) only for sufficiently large t in the following discussion and Mji,j2(0; t ) does not depend on the initial value. Here, ji is the arrival phase state of type i customers,
n=O where Using the key renewal theory, we obtain
we obtain (2.31).
The stationary waiting time distribution
In this section, we study the joint probability of the virtual waiting time of non-priority customers and the arrival phase states of priority and non-priority customers. The VNjlj2 ( X ) , x 2 0 , j1 = l , -, m1 , j2 = I , + -., m& denotes the stationary probability that a virtual customer arriving a t arbitrary time has t o wait at most X and finds the arrival processes of priority and non-priority customers in the phases, j1 and j2, respectively. When we define the vector distribution we have the following theorem. 
where Pi ( t ) is the rna,trix which represents the probability that the number of non-priority customers arrivals in [O, t] is i,
is the n-th convolution of X ( x ) . N ( u ) is given by
The first, second and third terms correspond to the case where the system was empty at the last departure of a non-priority customer prior to t. The first term of the right-hand-side corresponds to the case where no non-priority customers arrive until t , and the system is empty at t . The second term corresponds to the case where the first non-priority customer after 0 arrives during the busy period of priority customers. The third term corresponds to the case where the first non-priority customer finds the system empty. The fourth term is the case where the last non-priority custonler served prior to t left k non-priority customers in the system. Now, we introduce the following syn~bols to simplify the expressions.
and ,Wm1,m2(~)), where Wij(x) is the joint probability that a non-priority arrival waits a t most X before being served and that a t arrival, the arriva,l phases of priority and non-priority customers are i and j , respectively. Here, W N ( x ) is given by tha,t is, X V & ( S ) ( Ĩ &&l i ).
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